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① 比如，汪荣祖撰写陈寅恪传记便将书名定为《史家陈寅恪传》，这一定程度反映当时的文化界对于陈寅恪
学术地位与身份的认定。 













































It is inspired to academia that Chen Yinque’s academic model was reinstituted in 
1990s. This phenomenon not only indicates that we have paid more attention to 
Chinese culture, but also shows the excellent achievement of Mr. Chen. Consequently, 
There appeared a lot of research about Chen Yinque. However, Mr. Chen was 
regarded as a historian for the past dozens of years. Although a few people have 
studied Mr. Chen’s literary success, the effects is the tip of the iceberg. For example, 
someone heap up lots of data and viewpoints to his thesis for master degree,which is 
epitomized roughly. So it is different with this thesis on Mr. Chen’s literary 
hermenutics. 
The body of paper is constitutive of four parts: 
The first part demonstrates the reasonability of this new standpoint. On the one 
hand, Chen Yinque’s view of literary hermenutics is expounded and proved from his 
research object and objective. On the other hand, according to academic idea and 
writing style, Mr.Chen’s book is divided into two phase, the former were created 
before 1949 and sought the fact about history,the later were created after 1949 and fell 
in love with literature. 
The second part discusses three characteristic of Chen’s literary hermenutics. 
Firstly, understanding of sympathy of literary criticism is the actualization of literary 
dialogue. In the process of reading, there is a mutual effect between understanding 
and sympathy,which is a good way to recognise himself. So it is a ovonic 
understanding for both author and reader. Secondly, his explaining and expressing of 
literary criticism embody the theory of literary reading. It relates to method and theory 
question. The method is scientific and according with three-level reading nicely, 
which is proposed by Jauss. Thirdly, “send my thought to holy and ancient books” is 















and rethinking his state of being while unscrambleing author’s thought hardly. 
Connecting history with nowadays, pushing boundaries between science and literature, 
finding a way of medium between Dilthey and Gadamer, which is the really literary 
meaning in Chen’s point. All these response Chen’s studying feature. 
The third part summarizes sources of Chen’s theory and knowledge. They are 
babbitt's humanism, traditional German hermeneutics, Buddhaism thought and 
traditional Chinese poetic theory. All these make Chen’s literary hermenutics more 
extensive and profound. 
The last part analyzes the cultural significance and contemporary value. The 
“ spirit of independence and thought of freedom”, which Chen insisted all his life, and 
“constructing wide knowledge and sound scholarship”, which Chen persisted 
throughout his life, play important role in explaining ancient books. Generally 
speaking, all these supply valuable mirror and experience for the academic research 
about literary liberation and the question between national literature and world 
literature. 
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